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From the bowels of the Drama/Dance building leap
two famished dancers into the crisp air. It's 2:25 p.m.
While springtime teases our senses and the sun hangs
and meal exchange is drawlng to a close, although no
on the horizon a little longer everyday, a Cancldianone has actually gotten their food yet. Even though
bom wind still roles off of the Hudso'n, reminding a
neither dancer owns a bicycle, two hi-wheeled, violet
Bard student on North Campus that the long walk to
chariots await the duo at the entrar.ce of the buildher class, for which she is already late, will be a numbing. Away they ride.
2:28p.m. Korreena expertly
ing trek. Luckily she spots one of three violet bicycles slides their IDs through the register. (Now a freshly
on the front porch of Manor, all three unchained and
fried bean curd patty, pickle, and chips are just hours
yet miraculously un;tolen and in rcrfect working
away.)
order. Although the bike is not hers, she mounts it
In Ludlow, Leon's secretary raps gently on the
guiltlessly and off she rides.

By BASIL BOURIS, News Editor

At

•

President's office door. "Line I is for you, President
Bot-man - I mean, Botstein. Oh, and sir," she continues, lowering her voice a hit, "I believe it's a Booty

Call."

'

"Yes, yes, darling, I understand," President
Botstcin whispers passionatdy into the n:cdver. ''I'll
be there bcfme you can say nntidiscst<lhlishmentarianism."
Two seconds later a viulct purplt; streak is sputtcd pcJJling frantically past Stum.~ Rnw, headed
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

It Takes a Village
To Decide the Fate
Of Tivoli Nightlife
Response committee is appointed
to address rowdiness of bar hoppers
By An!GA!L ROSENBERG, Opinions Editor

TRANSPORTATION, FREE AND VIOLET: Matt Warren and a member of "fleet" soon to sail-on the Bard campus.

Usually the bar i~ the place lll b~: <1t night in Tivoli, hut
this wasn't the case two weeks ago when th~: numhcr •..)(
occupants of thc Village Hall exceeded the numhcr of
chairs th,lt the ''vilbge" uwrH:ll. On Munday, March 9,
about a hundred Tivoli residents and other int~:rcsted partics attended a town meeting either tu :-.how their support
fur the proposed 1998 Public Decency L1ws or to voice
their Of'pt)Sition to it.
For weeks prior tu the meeting, rumnrs spn:aJ aruun~.l
Tivoli and BarJ Campus that the village W<lS trying tu
crack down on the laid-back atmosrh~:rc synonymow;
with Tivoli living. The village is known to students, nonTivoli re&iJents, anJ tmubtl:> al> th~ l>il\~\n, trcnL\y ~pl)\ on
the Hudson complete with Ol) tmffic lights, four restaurant/bars, a few small sh(lps and galleries, and colorfully
painted, charming Victorian architecture. People flock to
the village for long sessions of eating and drinking both
insiJe the- impeccably decorated restaurants anJ on their
well-known pnrch~:s. After dinner or a stint at one of the
bars, it is'common practice to either stroll down the main
street to see the sights and do some shopping (usually
characteristic of the diners) or run stark, raving mad,
criss·cros;;ing the street while yelling obscenities at others
(usually earmarks of the Jrinkcr}.
After approximately a year's worth of compl~1ints from
Tivoli residents about the noise and conduct of the business establishments and their customers, Mayor Mi:lrc
Molinaro and the Village Board found it fit to prupose
Public Decency Laws in addition to the New York State
Pemd Codes. The pwposcd laws included a Cabaret
Regulation Law which wouiJ require businesses to apply
for a specific license in order to have music anJ dancing;
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Tivoli nightlife controversy
CONTINOED FROM FRONT PAGE

an Open Container Law; and a Disorderly
Conduct Law which included provisions fur
offensive language, unbwfu\ assembly,
throwing snowballs and other "missiles,
propelled objects," lewd acts and gestures,
filming, loitering, intrusive noise, and tres~
passing. Each of the aforementioned viob~
tions would incur 3 $35 to $350 fine.
The strictness of the laws which were
interpreted by some residents to outlaw tossing a footb<~ll, having live music or dancing at
any of the bars, and mecting ,in large groups,
elicited the overwhelming rcspon.~e at the
town meeting. The tension bui\t as Mayor
Molinaro took the podium only to slice
through that tension by announcing, "In my
hand I hold the proposed Public Oecen<;y
laws of 1998 ... and this, ladies and gentlemen,
is a garbage ccm." He then proceeded to toss
the pa·c k of laws into the tnlsh.
In sneaky, Hamburglar-esque fashion, the
mayor admitted that the laws were not appro,
prhne to Tivoli's unique situation and- that
they were proposed simply to evoke the large
town meeting response that they generated.
The compl<~ints anJ concerns that kept
Molinaro awake at night (lit.erally, since
Tivoli is ·such :.1 smaH town the~t many residents have the mayor's horne phone number
and aren't afraid to usc it), were seconded by
both Tivoli newcomers and lifetime residents,
a~d had to do with the "loud lnte~night noise"
from the bars ·including both conversation
a'nd tapcJ and live music; public indecency;
obscenity; tmsh; people walking from bar to
bar or hanging out tm the corners while
drinking; speeding; and people not cleaning
up C~ftcr their unleashed dogs.
Acording to M~yor Molinaro, the
uncomfortable situation had come to a head
in the last few weeks and the only way to
begin an open dialogue between businesses
who profit from the loud late-night activities
and the residents that <ire incon venicnced
by them was to propose these laws :and hold
a town meeting. Since the Tivoli govern~
ment wants to find a compromise for all
involved, ~ Response Committee was
appointed and given forty days to come up
with a solution. The committee :Jttempts to
represent all the interests in the community
and consists of business owners, residents,
village offici;:~ Is, and a Bard representative
(the author of this article). The solution
that the committee suggests is then open to
consideration by the Village Board, which
retains the right t<,> dismiss the solution, or, if
one is not found by the committee, to enact
the Public Decency Laws. Molinaro
promised that enactment of the laws is 8 last
resort and after conferring ~Nirh a lawyer, said
th<'~t the New York State Penal Laws cover
most of the problems. Since Tivoli does not
have its ovm police department and only
budgets $1 5,000 a year for hiring the
Dutchess County Sheriff's Department to
patrol the town, the question remains: How
will the Penal Laws be enforced?
Many of the complaints about the noise
from the bars and the trash that litters Main
Street come from residents who live in the
business district. This creates a difficult sit~
uation since the area on Main Street is designated as a "business Jistrict" under the
Tivoli Zoning Law and not a "mixed use"
disn)ct, which more aptly describes the area
since both businesses and residents occupy
the buildings. Closing the bars earlier,
employing bouncers and full~tirne managers,
hiring security officers on hor:>euack, and
increasing the police presence in the town
(especially when the b<~rs close), were all
sugg~ted solutions.

Community bicycle project
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

gleefully for home.
With the motivation of a few first~year students, as
welt al> the abandonment of more than 50 old bicycles
which have be~n collecting dust over the past ten
years in dormitory basements and storage facilities
around campus, the above hypothetical scenarios will
be w~H on their way to becoming a reality.
In the coming days, Matthew Warren, a firstyear Trustee Leader Scholarship (TLS) student
from Seattle, Washington, plans to release the first
ten reconditioned bicycles in a fleet that will
eventuaUy number from twenty to thirty before
the semester's end. The bikes will be distributed
around campus for use by the Bard community,
much as the now famous "yellow bikes" were distributcd around Warren's native city. ·
"My only fear is that the bikes will be abused or
stolen," says Warren as he puts the finishing touches
on bike number ten and lifts it from a rack in the
ga~age of the now defunct Student Mechanic
Organization (SMOG). Warren has put an estimated
80~90 hours of Ia bur into collecting and refUrbishing
the bikes, as well as hauling away truckloads of debris
from the garage so that there would b~ enough room
to work on the bikes. Despite Warren's many hours of
labor on the project he is quick to point out that he
is not the only TIS student who has given their time.
"Rick Eicklcr and a few other TIS kids h<Jve done a
lot to help out," says Warren. The Trustee Leader
Scholarship program was established by the Bard
Trustees and began in the Fall Semester of 1997.
According to Paul Marienthal, the program's
director, as weU as the Bard Men's Varsity Basketball
coach, "The aim of the program is to attract and nurture student:. who have demonstrated a desire to take
on leadership roles within their community." He
expta\ns that the bike project is but one facet of the
many projects undenaken by the 12 TLS students
currently at Bard. Among • the pn)jects tha.t
MarienthCJllists are:
1. Tutoring for the Columbia County Youth
Pruject in Hudson, NY. l11is is a project which hdps
children who arc "one step away from jail." In addition, through the TLS program, Flik has donated
food for as many as 30 children per week.
2. Internships at the Grace Smith House fur

While Warren h<.ts his hands full rummaging
through the monstrous pile of old bikes, he cncour·
or anyone's time ages donntions of either spare nart:5
~·

if they know how to work on bi~es or would care to
learn. Marienthal believes that the more people who
invest in such a project, the more people there will Le
who respect that project's goal. He calls the bike pro~
jcct a "challenge to the community, to see how wc!l
. we can treat these bikes." Bard's o'can.of Students
: Jonathan Becker belie\ICS that the bike project is
~ "most interesting from a sociological point of view.
' The bike experiment has been tried at other places namely, [in] Europe- and it will be interc:\.ting to sec
hQw it will translate to the Bard community."
The first ten bikes will serve as a kinJ of"trial run"
says Warren. He chose to. paint the bikes purple partly so that people will be able tu recognize them immediately. l1e calls them "obvious yet not intrusive."
Another way that he will nttcmpt to prevent
t11e bikes from being abused or stolen is by allow.ing the community to name e<lch bike. Ench one
will be equipped with a flag bearing that bike's
name, as well as "some kind of message or something," says Warren. He will be tabling in Kline
within the next few d<tys in ordcr·to altow pcopleto decorate the flags. The idea here is th<~t people
will develop a personal attachment to the commu. ·nity's bikes, and will try to take good care of them.
. After all, wouldn't it be great never tl) be bttc w
class, meal exchange, or <.1 booty call again?

•

.

.

'

Battered Women in Poughkeepsie. Sarah De:1vis, one
of the 5 TLS interns, has been nominated for a major.
national community service award.
3. Jorge Santan<~ has been developing a student~
run newspaper at the Red Hook Middle School.
4. David Holme will be producing the play Our
Town to protest the construction of a strip mall
which is planned to be built between Red Hook and
Rhinebeck.
"Our job is to seed things," says Marienthal, "to
:'help various programs get started. We' re 'not an
: exclusive club." He encourages other members of
; the community who are intcre:;tt..:d in the various
projects undertaken by the TLS program to get
involved on any level that they can. At the end of
April there will be a TLS.show in the library, at
which all of the year's projects will be documented and explained.

The Observer staff wishes you an enjoyable Spring Break. Look for our next issue, April 20.
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Getting With the Programs: Dance Theatre I
By MEREDITH YAYANOS, Co-Editor-in-Chief.
PROORAM B: On Saturday the 21, the Avery dance
studio was filled to overflowing with every incarna~
tion of concert-going miscreant. In attendance -thatevening to see Program B of Ddnce Theatre I, their
outbursts evenly interspersed between dance pieces
like performance art of the most obnoxious ilk imaginable, were: a dozen obsessive-compulsive program
rustlers, countless chronic chit~hatters, a handful of
phlegmatic sniffier/coughers of the tissue~deprived
variety, a well-behaved but nonetheless fidgety group
of elementary school children, a couple gum~snap
pers, and some unforgivable bastard who seemed to
have eaten an excessive amount of rancid cabbage
recently. PHEW! Who arc you people? Do you have
a quotient to fill or what?
Nonetheless, whenever the lights dimmed and
the performers took the stage, a herd of giraffes could
have wandered through and it would have taken me
awhile to notice. Unquestionably the stronger of the
two .progrGms, Program B showcased some impres~
sive work. Whereas some of Program A was at times
falteringly executed, nearly every performance in the
B section was was received with raucous enthusiasm
THE DANCE IS AFOOT: (top) Student per1ormers in "By the
that evcnihg. Eccentric but well-balanced, humorSilvery Room,'' and the c~lortul "Egyptian Two-Step" (left).
ously theatrical at ti~es, rigorously intense at otht;:;rs,
n~..)t tL) giggle himself.
and peppered with some downright imposing perforGiggling took on a new meaning in the next Reid
mances, Program B was very strong.
sketch, called "Laugh Lines." The &meers' move-The first piece, "Slippery Faiths," choreographed
ments were convul~ive and grotesque and they muved
by Marina Smerling, was a prime example of what
in a coagulated clump of j ittcring limbs to the sounds
somebody means when they say, "Wow, that was
of cackling laughter. In "Flor di Lino" ~md ''Trbnglc,"
really clean." The performance of four female
two very dispar<lte pieces, the same permutation of
dancers costumed in a Victorian vein, wearing
one male dancer and two female dancer~ worked in
white masks, ;md moving in odd variations like
completdy different axioms, and in the final piece,
windup dolls, was smoothly executed and meticulously rehearsed. It's always good to see dance that
~mother trio, three \\'omen in Spartan '50s dress
waded/glided weightlessly from one \Vif1:g tu the other.
is, whimsical without being sloppy. Another
instance of capriciousness combined with tight exe~
That condudcJ the olficial program, although
cution was "Only 20 Minutes a Day," which feathe entirety of Bard's Drama/Dance department
tureJ eight women who, transformed by their coslater returned to rhe dance studio, luring their
tumes- and movements from frumpy fifties house-.
unwitting dance professor Jean Churchill onto the
wives into aerobics goddesses, was bolstered by anstage in honor of her birthday, where she was
amusing sound collage of Perez Prado combined
bathed in blue light, hugged and howled at for a full
with the voices of the choreograrhers (Micheline
quartt.'r of an hour.
Brown and Jackie Fiesinger) coaching the dancers
PROGRAM A:
through various muscle exercises. The piece was no
On
the following evening, though the house was still
small opportunity for students to flex their muscles. Wind" (Amory, Suzanne Schulz, Kathryn
close
to full, Avery's dance studio was decidedly less
Speaking of muscular, remember your high Johnson, Kristin Solomon) and "Chartok"
crowded
and I was extremely grateful not to have any
school drill team? Not the cheerleaders .. .l'm talk~ (Johnson, Schulz), both of which seemed vaguely
of
my
sense
assailed by any rude sounJs or stenches.
ing about the REAL dancers~-jazzy performers with narrative, teetering on the thin line between theAs
I
said,
Progrdm
A was generally less engaging, but
bedazzling smiles and seemingly nat~ral atnpheta~ atrical performance art and dance.
there
were
still
some
brilliant moments:
My personal favorite of the evening was a piece
miries coursing through their veins. Noel Bmndis
Guerre
D'Indcpendence,"
choreographed
"La
must have been the captain of hers. Her piece, choreographed by Kris Alcxanderson, simply enti~
by
Kathryn
Johnson,
was
a
weird
amalgam
of 20th
"Three Alarm Chili," was merciless. Backed by rol~ tled "Ash." Five dancers (Micheline Brown, Ariane
century
intstitutionalism
and
Gamelan/Kabuki
licking Brit~pop, the movements of Brandis and Policastro, Marguerite Wade, Maysoun Wazwaz,
four others were percussively rhythmic. Barring a Lailye Weidman), donning coal-miners' helmets postulating. Teetering atop terrifyingly high stiltcouple missteps, they kept in sync with admirable and dusky bodysuits, moved mysteriously through shoes, the four VERY brave dancers moved with
verve. I was amazed that none of them hyperventi, narrow beams of light cast by their headlamps. The angular gestures at a diagonal across the stage in
music, by Carla Scarletti, consisted of eerie pops and shimmering saris while four more dancers wearing
lated while taking their bows.
A completely different kind of strength was dis, static that gradually crescendoed into a disturbing prison uniforms scurried around them in repetiplayed in Ani Weinstein's solo, self-choreographed wall of sound. Dim lighting occasionally clarified or tive circles.
In "Static Four,'' a vibrant piece choreographed
performance, "50% Chance of Showers." This revealed the dancers' movements, but for the most
Ariane Policastro, the dancers were assertive
by
dancer was a pure joy to watch. Her clear-faced con- part, they remained half-lit, their movements
and
confident, as were Mahdi Shah <Jnd Company
centration and clean lines tended to make the most vaguely inhuman. Towards the end, a square of light
in
his
piece, ''Architecturally Prized Rooms.'' The
difficult position look effortless, capturing the audi- suddenly revealed dancer Elia Johns in a white
premise
of Shah':-; highly ::J.tmosphcric work WGS
ence without fuss or exhibitionism. Weinstein was the body-suit, undulating like some unearthly subterfurther strengthened by the presence of some
closest Program B came to perfection. The other two ranean amphibian. The piece was completely
daunting sculpture, courtesy of Nick Emmet.
solo performances were also solid. In "The Vicious bizarre, a subtle spectacle of flickering half-light.
"Shadow of Doubt," a lush piece choreographed
The last piece of the evening was choreographed
Circle," Sarah Ward's spritely body and remarkably
by Owen Muldow, was very beautiful to watch,
expressive face were complemented by the Cocteau by professor Albert Reid. Called "Sketchbook," it and incredibly wistful. Marina Smcrling's solo
Twins' song "Alice." Similarly, Amanda Caughey's consisted of a series of extremely different pieces piece, "Wired," was incredible. Smerling's movegaze was piercing under a mask of black and white face that often used a single idea or series of movements ments were imbued with a longing that amplified
in much the same way th<'lt an artist would use a the constancy and elasticity of her sty[e. As with
paint as she lenped and rolled assertively through
some tempest~ous lighting to "Taboo," by Peter sketchpad. However, behind that premise was Weinstein in Program B, Smcrling was the power
some immaculately precise choreography. In "By player of the evening, although her music choice
Gabriel and Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.
Spoken dialogue, indeed verbalizations of any The Silvery Moon," four women moved at a min~ of folk-shrew DBr Williams was something that
kind can often be difficult to sanction when com- uene's pace to music by Vivaldi, their movements . might have annoyed me, were l not blown away
bined with dance, as they tend to become distract- _Clarifying or counterbalancing the one male dancer. by the dance itself.
ing or superlluous. Clare Amory's puzzling "Dance In sharp contrast with the gracefulness of the first
Finally, a pt)Wcrfully fun piece choreographed by
Imagined While Driving, December 24, 1997," portion of the piece was the silly position of the Marguerite Wade for six danG_ers, gave the audience
pulled it off somehow. Her dancers twitched, slid, male dancer at the end, lying on his belly with his an opportunity to watch someone shine. Whether
grunted, sang, clucked, twittered, counted, and limbs lifted to be slowly turned counterclockwise by it was intended or not, she, along with performer
sang their way through a collage of beautiful the four women. The sight of him sent the audien~c Micheline Brown, commanded the stage. Wade's
lighting _changes and hilarious interac'tions.
into fits of giggles. In fact, as the lights went down, work was at times amusingly lighthe:-uted, at others,
Other lighter pieces included "Try and Catch the it became obvious 'that the dancer was struggling simply gorgeous to watch.
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Cafe Pongo Would Do Well On a Shorter Leash
By NATASHA EDWARDS, Contributor
To write about Pongo is either to be fooled by its
trendy facade and write a great review, or to strip
<:!W~Y its pretense and expose it for what it is.
Take a guess.
If Pongo was a book you would find it at the
top of the trashy novel bestseller's list. No doubt
about it. Although Pongo has the capability of
becoming one of the best local restaurants, the
effort to make it one is seriously lacking. Time and
time again, I h<:wc given the restaurant/bar/bakery
a chance to prove that it's a great place at which
to eat or simply to hang out, yet every time I leave
disappointed. And every time I swear never to go
back. So, why the hell is it that l periodically get
drawn back there in the same way that I keep on
reading that Jackie Collins novel?
Well, an unfortunate factor in finding myself
at Pongo yet i-lgain, is that the area surrounding
Bard seriou~ly lacks eating establishments that
combine a trendy decor with a pricy-but-affordable menu and a late-night bar where Bard students and other locals can hang out, enjoy a good
meal, pt1nder worldly issues over a glass of cabernet, or pl<~y chess without fear of being scorned.
There <1te only four places that I can think of that
fit this description, three of which are situated in
Tivoli. The only Red Hook restaurant on this
short list would be Max's Memphis Barbecue, but
for the Bard :;tudcnt without a car, it's off the map
of fashionable places to hang our. Hence, the
majority of BarJ students who venture off-campus
on the weekend to_cscape Scudcnt Activities tend
to make their way to Tivoli where they can
choose from four bars and restaurants (excluding
Bruno's and Broadway Pizza, which arc mainly
take-out). Tivoli is Cllso a great place to go with
friends since it is so small that there is little
ch,mce of losing each other.
There is the Hotel Momy (the never-changing
dark and dingy drinking den run by fellow
Irishwoman, Annie- can't go wrong there), Santa
Fe (the Mexican restaurant and bar that has long
lost its oomph - a bit like the limp salad they usc
to hide the little grub on your pl<lte), Stoney
Creek (the best reswurant and bar in Tivoli there, I've s:Jid it too!), and Pongo.
One of my main gripes is tl~at Pongo is unsanitary. All you need to do is look at the tableware
or hold your wine glass up to the light. If there is
one thing that I demand from any restaurant,
whether it be the Red Hook Diner or Bois D'Arc,
it's spotless tableware. Nobody wants to see traces
of the person who ate before them, and everybody, no matter how much they arc paying,
deserves clean silverware and glasses. Lnc one
evening at Pongo, I witnessed dirty glasses being
taken from the bar, rinsed under running water,
and immediately reused. I consistently send back
mugs that are stained with rings of tea and coffee
and a friend of mine discovered dried lettuce
enamelled to the plate on which -her desert was
served. Invariably, l find fingerprints, lipstick
marks, and grime clinging to my wine glass and
crumbs stashed behind the breakfast condiments.

strawberries in tow. It's hard to go wrong with any
of the sandwiches on the menu, provided you like
the ingredients which in some cases (like that of
the Spinach Melt), arc a bit untraditional.
Dinner at Pongo is inconsistent, hut if you
come with a large party, attention will be lavished
on you. You can never be certain that the quality
of the food is going to be excellent or that the service will be praiseworthy. The best way to discern
if a restaurant is top~ notch is to order the steak rare
(provided you are a meat eater). If it melts in your
mouth, you have a winner. lf it feels coarse and
needs a fair amount of chewing, forget it. For $12,
the Steak Dinner at Pongo can range from average
to dreadful, simply due to the varying quality of the
meat. However, the oven-roasted vegetables that
accompany both the steak and chicken are yummy
and the sauteed spinach has some magic ingredient
that I am still trying to work out.
There is one item on the dinner menu that
ce1n't be missed and that is the Blue Cheese Salad.
People who don't like blue cheese love this salad.
Need l say more? The portion is small and costs
$5, but can be quite filling eaten along with the
fresh bread, olive oil, tomato paste, and freshly
PANNED: Pengo's "Pricey-but-affordable" menu doesn't cu! it.
grated p:umesan served once you are seated. Do
not bother with any of the red wines offered:
If this is the standard dared made visible to the
you're better off waiting until you've finished eatcustomer, God knows what it's like behind the
ing and then heading over to Stoney Creek for a
scenes! I dread to think of it. Perhaps a trip to
bottle of their $12 Cabcrnet Sauvignon.
the dumpster at the back of the building (which
Ddectab[e!
is unavoidable when one parks in the Municipal
The kitchen at Pongo usualy closes around 10
Parking Lot), may give dubio~s readers a taste,
or 10:30 p.m. The lights dim (so much so th<tt if
needless to say a whiff, of what I am talking
you are still eating it is impossible to recognize
about. Even dumpsters at ultra-clean restaurants
anything on your plate), the music is turned up
smell, but overflowing garbage, a leaky recepta(there goes your intimate conversation), and the
cle, and the piles of bottles and old cardboard
bar scene takes over. The bar staff have an incre.dboxes that have been sitting in the rain add to the
ibly bad reputation for being snotty and unfriendly
stench issuing from Pongo's dumpster.
to customers that they are not good friends with,
-" Now, about the food-Pongo has two menus: a
and on certain nights even if the bar is virtually
brunch menu and a dinner menu, both of which
empty, it will take a good fift~en minutes to be
boast a variety of interesting and creative dishes.
served since the barkeeper is busy talking to one of
1 have had a mixture of experiences with the
those good friends at the other end of the bar.
quality and taste of the food, but breakfast defiTI1e crowd that Pongo attracts tends to be
nitely outdoes dinner. One of the reasons I eat
cliquey and the atmosph~.:re on a weekend night is
breakfast at Pongo is because the decor soothes a
not very friendly. Single shots are generously handhangover, but as far as eggs go, Miss Ellie's in Red
poured so drivers beware when you think you have
Hook is the place to go. Poached eggs at Pongo
only consumed one or two drinks. Ladies' Hour was
come in a little bowl, swimming in hot water, and
a
splendid idea and is greatly missed. For a few weeks,
vinegar and eggs over-medium are always overwomen
(and men in drag) drank free between 10
cooked and charred at the edges ( Flik does a better job). However, I have been told that the "cre- and 11 p.m. provided they chose bottom-shelf
ate your own" omelette is good since you can drinks. Ladies' Hour should be brought back with
choose from a list of fillings that includes goat Kahlua established on the bottom-shelf so dwt
cheese, roasted red peppers, avocado, marinated female White Russian lovers don't have to pay.
Other than Pongo's freshly baked goods and
wild mushrooms, and other eclectic extras. The·
Breakfast Burrito is a standard and consistently desserts, the thread that keeps Pongo's reputation
good. The Eggs Benedict is tasty but beware of afloat is the staff's friendliness towards dogs. The
garlicky/fishy/spinac h breath following you Chocolate Espresso Torte is a killer and don't
touch the macaroons- they're mine!
around for a couple of days! The French Toast,
made from Pongo's own freshly baked baguettes,
Pongo used to be a great place to have breakis delicious, but unfortunately l was sorely put out. fast. Nowadays, instead of focusing on what it
when · I recently ordered this favorite of mine does well, it is trying to be everything all at once
"with strawberries" and was handed a plate full of without the proper organization and management
thic}< and succulent french toast with four measly to help it reach its full pl1tential.
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More Swee_t Relief on Yictori~ Williams's Musings of a Creekdipper
By SCOTTY COMMERSON, Associate Cuppy Editor
To adequately describe the unique s~und of Victoria
Wifliams, one must employ ~II of the adjectives we·
cynical, hardened journalists at the Observer normally work so hard to e1void; "happy," flowery words like
wondrous, sincere, lifc~affirming, heartwarming and
(that most offensive and generic appellation of all)
original come to mind in attempting to convey the
'magic of W~llia.ms's music. The difference is the1t, for
once, alf of these cliched, Hallmark-greeting~card
adj.e ctives really do apply. After ~11, we are talking
about a woman who l1olds conversations with cows,
composes lullabies for tre~s, and sings about rainbow
gatherings as matter-of~factly as Madonna dishes
about sex.
Despit~ having relea~ed her first album over a
decade ago, Williams has never garnered the fame of
fellow eccentrics like T9ri Arnos or Bjork. Her first
two studio albums were released with little publicity
in 1987 and 1990; while she earned the respect and
admiration of her fellow musicians in the industry,
commercial success eluded her. In one of those 1ronic
quirks of life which Williams so often ~1uses about in
her songs, it took the tragedy of a cripplmg illness to
bring her the exposure she had so long deserved.
During a 1992 tour with Neil Young, Williams
noticed a strange tingling in her hands whenever she
played the guitar; t!le sensation gradu;11ly spread
throughout her body. She was diagnosed with
Multiple Sclerosis (MS), a debilitating disease which
varies ..~:idely in its severity. Like many musicians,
Victoria did not have health insurance; unable to
perform, she had no way of paying her mounting
medical bills. A diverse gt'oup of performers {includ~
ing Pearl Jam and Lou Reed), all longtime admirers or
friends of Williams, pooled their talents to help the
ailing musician. They performed two benefit concerts
in New York and Los Angeles which raised over
$20,000 and inspired a tribute album entitled Sweet
Relief, containin~ 14 new versions of Williams's
songs. (The album's success led Williams to establish
the Sweet Relief Foundation, a nonprofit organization providing ftnancial assistance to uninsured musicians needing medical attention.) The album's roster
of high,profile performers resulted in widespread crit,
ical attention for Williams's songs.
Shortly after the release of Sweet Relief,
Williams's MS went into remission. She immediately
plunged into the . writing and recording of her first
album in four years, but the process would be a difficult one. Aside from the occa~ional flare-ups of MS,

refers to the pr;Jcticc of Wilding and swimming in
~.. Pappy a"nJ her ~..fog Belle in the span of a few weeks. creeks, a co.mmon pastime in Williams's n<ltive
Louisiana; the titll' reflects \XIilliams's fundness fur
- Considering all she had been through, few would
parbe
w~..m!d
album
resulting
have predicted that the
the simple, natural pleasures in life. Creekdij>{lcr h:ls
'ticularly uphe::Jt; however, bitterness and self-pity are
<1 slower and nwre subdued sound than Lu~..)se; it is
nowhere to be found in Williams's vocabulary. She'd
like a leisurely evening walk on a country roml.
rather sing about the simple joys of life, like Love,
The nlbum's first track, "Pt.•riwinklc Sky," is a com~
Nature and Childhood, than resort to the overp<~rison between city lift.! and country life.
wrought, self-pitying wailing of Alanis. "J,am-womnn~
"Grandp;:.'s Cornpatch" is told from the point-ofhear-me-bitch" Morissette. Loose turned out to be the
view of Williams's grandfather; she sings, "I wish I
most uplifting album of 1994- who else but Williams
could fly rtnd sec everyone l love in the blink of an
would have the guts to put out a rendition of Louis i . eye." "Hummingbird'' and "R:1inmaker" an: other
Armstrong's "Wh:u a Wonderful World" in the wake
gentle highlights.
·
of the Nirvana Teen Angst era?
The catchiest tunc on the album (and the only
Bes1des a positive outlook, the 16 songs that
one likely to get any airplay) i:; surprisingly one of the
comprise Loose have little else in common. Williams
more downbeat. In the banjo-driven ditty, "Train
deftly moves between genres (even within individ~
Song (Demise of the Caboose)," Willi<lms uses the
ual songs), dabbling in folk, country, and gospel
obsolescence of the caboose tl) symboli::e the losses
music. "Crazy Mary," a personal favorite, concerns a
accompanying technological gmwth in an induf>trialwild-eyed bag lady who literally rises out of her
izcd society. "I can't understand how they can t;1ke
tarpaper shack and flies off into the night,"where
the job fr~nn a kind ~1ld man / Steal the joy from a
she stops, nobody knows." In "Century Plant," a
child'~ heart just when it gets to the groovy
young
rare tree which blooms once every hundred years
laments. Yet even here Williams cannot
she
part,"
becomes a metaphor for all late-bloomers in life,
the song t111 an optimistic note, sharing
t"nding
resist
such as the man who develops into <1 master !;Urfer at
soi<Jr-powercd tmin.
a
of
dream
her
the age of 85. "Hey! Do you want to come out and
review of Willbms's Wt)rk would he
no
Finally,
play the gomc?" Williams asks, assuring us that "it's
commenting un lwr voice. Her litwithuut
comrletc
never too late." She .displays -her spiritual siJe as
a cross bctw~:cn Carly Simon,
are
vocals
tle-girl
well, although never m an overbearing or preachy
rurretccr Shari Lewis of
,md
Lauper
Cyndi
way. On "YouR Loved," she sings: "Jesus walked on
Alternately cndenrmg,
PJay,along."
"Lambchup's
the water, He turned the water into wine/ Go down
or grating, Williams's distinctive voice is
chilling
to the JrunkarJs, And tell them everything is fine."
strengthened by her uncom•ent ional s1nging style.
The olbum ·featurcs several big - n~me "guest appe <H,
She contpcnsatcs fnr her hlck of twtuml vuc;1l range
ances": Dave Pirncr of Soul A sylum stops by for the
by frequently ch,mging tones and accents, ns if she
poigmmt duct "My Ally" and the ecological awarewere playing an entire ca~t of chmactl'rs in a R(.1dgers
ness ballad, "Nature's Way," while Peter Buck and
and Hammerstt:in musical. She may begin singing in
Mike Mills 'of R.E.M .. provide voc<~ls and mstrumena whisper then suddenly break into a wail; other times
tal accompaniment on several songs.
she will tempnmnly ndopt a country twang, as she
The most refreshing quality of Williams's songs is
docs when she sings "chores, chmcs, ch~1res" in
the tot<ll absence of sclf~absorption in her lyrics. She
"Gwndpa's Cornpntch." Her st)ft, tremulous voice is
doesn't rant about the boyfriend who never c<1lleJ her often touchingly be.tutiful, ami her occask>nal off-key
(Alanis, me you taking notes?) or the n;~other who
moments ndd depth; no two of Victoria's songs ever
neglected her; nor does she whine and scream about
sound the same.
how fucked-up her life is. Whether she is singing
With Musings of a Crcekdifll>er, Victorin
~bout a man's journey into heaven or the mag1c of a
Willtams has established herself as one of the ml)St
hitchhiker's smtle, what Williams does hcst ts tell stoinventive folksingers around and proven yet again
ries; the beauty of her songs is that <myone who is that 'she does things her way. While hl'r music may
hum;:1n can identify with them.
be an "ncquircd l<lstc," one c.m•t help but admire
Williams's new album, the a~~tly-titled Musings of an artist with such pt)Sitive creativity. 13esides, h.uw
a Creekdipper (Atlantic, 1998), proves that she still can you nut like a singer who puts her dog un an
album covcd
has many WC?rthwhile stories to tell. "Crcekdipping"
! Williams suffered the loss-es of her beloved father

Ga~pel's Liszt Performance

Brings Sonata in B Minor
to Life with Bravura, Skill
By JOHN COYNE, Contributor
Pianist cmJ musicologist Alan G;lmpel returncJ to B~1rJ on
Wednc.sJay, lyLuch 11, for tht.: third concert in his pnpular series
of lccture-recitnls, With last semester's recit_;1ls tracing th~: development of the piano sonata from the late baroque and early cbs,
sical pcriOJs (from Scarlatti nnd Mozart up to Beethoven),
WcJncsday's cqncert, "Great riano Sonatas," pickeJ up not quite
where he left off historically. O<Jmpcl jumped ahead to ·the music
of Franz Liszt, in a lecture-recital haseJ entirely on the cumposcr's monumental .Sonata in l3 ·Minor.
Mr. Gampcl began with a biographical discussion ~,)f Liszt,
focusing on tlu~ impact he made as the first real "showrn;m" (nr,
ratht.:r, "show-off") virtuoso pianist ih classical music.
Dc.o;.criptions of Liszt's life on anJ off the concert :>f:1J!C complemented the relating of a few of the more telling moments in the
life of this legendary pianist.
Althuugh Mr. Gampel's lecture style is somewh<•l shaky runctuatd by many pauses as he looks Jown at his notes - he
managed to paint a fairly accurate picture of l:..iszt as a hyperromantic, mildly eccentric musical firebrand with <1 pehdwnt for
the melodramatic. The lecture prtwed w he well-inform~J, with
~cfcrcnces to tltl' writin!'is of Liszt's friends, mistresses, and critics,
managing, with :my luck, to set straight anyone whose only
knL1wledge of this man. comes frvm the movie ~mpromptu.
After spef!king about Liszt's importance as a pim1ist, Mr.
Gampcl quickly segued intu his contrihutions tu musicnl literature ali a composer, anJ to the Sonata in l3 l\1inor. Here, he took
tv the piano to walk the audience thruugh this cQlossol one
. movement, half-hvur work. Because of the unprcceJcnt~.:d size of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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It's pretty ob11ious that anybody
can unite a record review. As a
public sen.Jice, the ':normal" for~
mat of my column has been relin~
quished in order to help e1.1eryone
at Bard experience one small part
of the fun and exciting lifestyle
that I, as resident rock~crit, enjoy
every single day.

The First P~ragraph: Begin~
ning the record review with a bang is the most
effective way to grab the reader's atte.ntion (duh).
This is especially important when you're reviewing records that s/hc would probably never buy
and/or listen to anyway. Of course, you could try
to "utilize" some heady-.concept thrn you learned
in your Literature class as a method for analyzing
music. Unfortunately, like most things you will
"learn" at Bard, either no one will understand
where you're coming from, or the concept you'll
attempt to explicate will be out of date and irrelevant. So the suggested solution is to bring into
the mix personal interpretation of anything you·
might have stuck within your head. This could
include whacked-out conceptions of structures of
cultural hierarchy, ridiculous explications of the
"tongue-exploitation" of vocal music (a la
Richard Meltzer in The Aesthetics of Rock), or
maybe wh<-~t you think about the latest big
movie/television show/whatever. Despite how
incoherent your big concept might be, remember
that coherent writing is the key to making people
believe that you know wh<:lt you're writi"ng about.
If you're good, you might even receive some flattering comments from a few of your professors
(even that stodgy Lit. Professor whose class
you've skipped one too many times).
The Second Paragntph: Here you get to
expand a bit on Par<1graph One, but it is important
to remember to bring some other entirely unfocused aspect into the review, the more far-afield it
is the better. However, the most important function of the record review is entertainment (certainly not education), and you don't want to bore your
reader by making your argument too complicated
or convoluted. Try to write something that tlwy,
the average Bard student (and I do mean m•erage),
can relate to. So, as you're about to end, make
some sniping comment about:

MONDAY,

MARC~ 23,

1998

Create Your Own Record Review!
Tortoise, however, is not so challenging as they
have been critics' darlings for years: So let's go on ·
to something a bit more obscure (whether or not
you've actually heard or own the records you're
reviewing is, of course, irrelevant).
L@N is a
(adjective implying mysterious) group from Germany that records for the
A-Musik label. Their
(adjective)
music evokes the rhizomatic struCtures posited by the

French philosophers Deleuze and Guattari I boredom ·

TORTOISE'S TNTIS (ADVERB) (ADJECTIVE).

So now that we have the basic opening point~
ers down, let's get to reviewing records! And
what better place to start than with some "just~
released" music, (or music that is at least _so
obscure that we all can pretend that it's just
released!) I've taken the reviews that I int(!nded
to write for this issue, but either gave you (yes,
you!) multiple options or blanks (a Ia Mad Libs
style) to circle.or fill-in in order to give you a feel
for the multitude of stylistic options that I, master critic, have in my power. So let's get crackin':
The new LP by Tortoise, entitled tnt (on
Thrill Jockey), is
(adjective). I
mean it really kicks ass I really blows chunks (circle one). Since I've been waiting
(adverb) tor over two years, I'm really glad that
this album finally saw the light of day I came out
so I can start the backlash (circle one). Although
I really don't appreciate / extremely lo11e the song
which sounds like Steve Reich on _ _ __
(drug of your choice), overall I find tnt to be
quite_ inspired, I insipid (circle one). With the
departure of David Pajo, one would think that
Tortoise would call it quits I would finally get rid of
that "post-rock" tag (circle one), but they've
kept
(participle) away. Overall, I
think that they should continue making records

A. Dr. Leon Botstcin, that feared 'tyrant of Bard.

like this for another thirty years / they should prob~
ably die in a plane crash ala Lynyrd Skynyrd (cir,

2. TI1e cow~udliness of most of your professors.
III. How everyone cbe who writes for the
Observer sucks.

clc one).
For the first review in the column, it's good to
start with something slightly familiar. Reviewing

ThE DANCiNG PApERclip of

ToRMENTEd
$' AY

By now, you're on your w'ay to being a great
rock critic! Don't worry about failing this little
test, as there .arc no correct ariswers. Hey, isn't
that kind of like your schoolwork at Rard? Of
course! That's why what I do (and wh:o~t you
can do too) is ·so super-relevant to all of our
lives. Remember, it's about enriching, and it's
also about sharing. That's right, there's a new
spirit in the air. C'mon Bard students, lees put
on a happy face, and get caring! Becoming an
astute rock crit is just one step toward the
inner peace that anyone, even you, can attain.
At the very least, writing informal music
reviews can help you develop your incredible
writing skills (this is Bard, after all); to the
point where you can usc the phrase a Ia in
every paragraph (a Ia Joel Hunt}.
Next time: a super-dope analysis of the music
of Finland! I promise!

\.J•wl.611,1'r /l

s.-o,.,·~~"

.,.,., PtHu•a:

M•, Y ... ":Su!)oll"'
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l>~t1kll0"-l)
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thumbs up I By no means buy this record, or you vAll
be beat a Ia Duane Allman (]:ircle one).

Soulsco "/ by MoRGAN PiElli

C.A.Uol?, ••

T-<;l<tt--.r

{circle one). Their two albums are _ _ __
(adverb)
(past tense verb), and are
joys to hear I monuments to obscurity (circle one). If
you like subtle electronic Jmlses I ass~kickin' Southern
Rock a la Molly Hatchet {circle one), you'll
_ _ _ (verb) L@N.
If you're a fan of I indifferent to (circle one) the
German electronic duo known as Mouse on
Mars, you might be interested to hear LithoJ)s,
which is the solo album by
("Christian" name)
(surname) of that
_____ (adjective) duo. Released on their
own Sonig label, Lithops employs fat electronic
beats, yo I fat electronic beats, yo (circle one)!
(pronoun) don't call it
(time~related noun)
(synonym fur
disco) for nothin'! All in all, the record is
(adverb)
(adjective), and
_ _ _ _ _ (adverb}
(verb). Tttvo

'So

e ...
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

this sonata, it was helpful to be given an outline of
the internal events within the piece.
Mr. Gampel also gave his interpretation of the
programmatic underpinnings of the work, which
involve the Faust legend according to Goethe.
According to Gampel, the descending octaves
which open the piece represent Faust's descent to
hell, the angular first theme heralds the appearance
of Mephistopheles, and the "spinning'' second
theme is a character portrait of Gretchen. Given
Liszt's notorious preoccupation with the Faust 1eg~
end, this can be taken as a valid reading.
For the most. part, the performance held true to
Mr. Gampel's reputation for clean cut, dramatic
playing, but with just a few minor problems. The
op~ning bravura passages were taken. a touch too
hastily, and some "technical difficulty" was "experienced" after the fugue midway through the sonata.
In both cases, however, Mr. Gampel managed to
quickly regain his footing with considerable and
convincing finesse. Although I admit that, for better or for worse, I hold the Vladimi'r Horowitz
recording of the Liszt sonata as definitive, seeing
this monumental work come alive in performance,
by a pianist who is in· his own right a consummate
performer, was an hour well spent.

Upcoming

Events
Unless otherwise noted, all events are free-of-charge.
If you would l1kc an "event" "pqfimncd," hosted, spunsored, or lrrrdcd
ewer lry you err your club/fTrganizatilm/coteric w be mdudcd in Upcoming
Ewnts, please "drop a note" in campus mail, cal! 752-4526, or e-mail
obscn•e!®bard .edu,

Mar. 23, Monday
Lecture: "Nelson ManJda anJ the New South Afnca," hy Am.lrew
Nash, pmft:Ssor in the Department of Phih1st1phy at the University
<,f the Western Care. Olin 203. 7 r.m.
Lecture: "Tht: IJeas of 'Place' anJ 'Bioregion' in Environmental
Ethics," hy Daniel BerthoJJ-&mJ ,,f BarJ's Phil<ISOphy/CRES Dept.
Call Prof. Kns FeJer at 758-7243 for more informati(ln. Room 115,
Olin Language Cenwr. 7 p.m.
Screening: The Emcrs;iTlf( Woman, a 40-minute Jocumentary fHm
about the wnmL·n's m~wement in America. DiscusstC1n (with coffee~
rea, anJ co<Jkies rroviJeJ by the Root Cellar) to follow. In honor of
Women's H1stnry Month. SpnnsoreJ by the Womyn's Alliance. 8 p.m.

Mar. 24, Tuesday

Lecture: "Problems m StuJying- Relr~:ron: Sufism in MnJern Egyrt,"
hy Valerie J. Hoffinan, Ass(lClat~ Pn•ft>ssor of Rehgion at the
University ofllllntlis. SponsoreJ hy the Rdif.lltlll Dt:!rt., tht: Musltm
StuJents Organization, anJ the African ami . African Diaspnra
StuJres pr<>f.,'T<l!TI· Olin 202. 4 p.m.

l; Klctnt•rt/J.uu~s Arrs Ccnn:r, 34 'Tinker Street, Wo!lJSt<>ck. 4 p.m.
z

>

"Dbcussion": on women in gr:~Ju<~te school "anJ hcyonJ," pro_fessiimahsm, ,mJ women in the workplace. With BarJ faculty anJ st,lff.
Room 115, Olin Languagt> Center. 7 p.m.

~ Apr. 1, Wednesday

m

Recycling & Waste Prevention RounJtahle.
MoJerhrcJ hy Ellen I Ltm5tm, D•rector of the Cornell Wnstt•
iii M.magcment lnsttWte. Sp11nsL>rcJ hy The Dutche~ County
~
E~viwnnu.:ntal M.m.lgcment Council (OCEMC). Fur mor<• inl~mn::t·
ti11n, c::tll B,trh,tm KcnJ,rll, Executtvt' Dtrt•CtL>r of the OCEMC, <tt (914)
677-8Z23 (x\46). F.mn & H1Hllt' Ct•nter, Mtllhrt~ok, NY. 4-9 p.m.
!::

"?:;
:r

Women's Awareness Poetry and Prose Reading.
By BarJ facultn stuJents, ;;~nJ staff (scheJuleJ. Thalia FidJ, Jean
Churchtll, Erin Canmm, Nancy Leo~arJ, Mdame Nrcholsnn, and, \
Ying L1-Hua), in lwnor ,,(Women's History Month. Bnng ongmal or :
favnrite rit-ces to shatc. "Open mic" (anJ aft~·r that, "refreshments") .
'
to follow. Oltn 104.8 p.m.

Apr. 2, Thursday '
Band C<mcert: hy !Xckcqx:r, btunng Matt St:hk:kd~· (BarJ d.~ss llf'9Z;
ex uf 1\uJ h:.tn.b liK•thhu.:kcr, Mulchhunny, ,mJ Las~gna; nnJ snn of
l'.D.Q. BaLh) and K,trla SLhtkdt· (~1hlmg llf Matt; <1lso m the h,mJ IJ.1;
~nJ the daughter, ,f the arurementi<meJ Bach). Alst.' ph1ymg: SkuiJ1t'Y· F, >r
mnre Jntmmmiom, .:all Beekeeper at (212} 226-9163 llr c·maJ[ mussmyh.llr®.Htomat JC.cnm. Rhm~:dtff fl,,tcl.

Mar. 25, Wednesday ·
Open Forum: with Imam SalahuJdm M. Muhanun~J, BarJ's
Musltm ch,tplain. Come hsten to Mak<•lm X. Spnnsort>J hy tht>
BBSO. Refreshnlt'nts will he serveJ. Olm Moon R(lllm (310). 7-p.m.
Concert: hy Rohen Martin, cclltst, anJ ]11hn Kamitsuka, ptanist.
Featurin~ J.S. Bach's Goldberg Varwt1uns (for solo J1t::lno, BWV 988),
Suite No. I in G Major (for solo cdlo, BWV 1007), anJ S.maw N11.
2 in D Majcrr (for cello :mJ p1:mo, BWV 1028). E1r more informati.on, call 758-7425. BarJ Hal!. 8 p.m.

Apr. 4, Saturday
Nature walk and slide shuw. Tuptc: Stissing Mount~lin Fire Tower.
Led hy ).1y Wilm.uth. For more mform.ttion, call Jt·nnift•r Clu..:he~tcr
at {914) 677-8ZZ3 xl27. Lu>ns Cluh, (,tt rhe LUtner of) Reach RJ.
,mJ Su,sing Ave., Pme Pl,11n,;, NY. 9 ~t.m

Mar. 26, Thursday
Lecture: "The Glass Huuse m Paris: Myth ,mJ Rcaltty," hy Brian Brace
Taylnr, art historian, critic, anJ thL"llrtsr. Spon~ored hy B.uJ's Art
History Dept. For mnre mfnrmatJ<m, call 758-6822. Olm IOZ. 6 p.m.

Apr. 13, Mondiiy
Le<:ture: hy Tiwm.lS Roma. Parr of the [hrJ Collcgl.' Spring
Phorngr.1phy Lecture St·rres. C<'lll 758-6822 f.,r more inform~ltl<ln.
Olin WZ. 8 p.m.

Mar. 27, Friday·
Theater: St~ve Martin's Picasso at the Lapin AJ;ik. Drrectt:J hy &1h
Miller anJ performeJ hy Sean M.mman, ),1ck ll:'irns, Christine
Crawfts, Bruce PtleggJ, Eli::aht:th BurJJCk, anJ John BurJtck of the
ReaJI:!rs' Tht>atcr Group of the Mohonk Mountain Sra~~ Company.
Al5t, on Mar. ZB anJ Apr. 3 ~nJ 4. Gmt'ral .1Jnussi1 m. $10, $8 f, 1r mem·
hers. Fur more mformatinn, call (914) 255-1559. Unison Arts &
Leaminl,! Centt'r, 68 Moumaln Rest RoaJ, New Paltz, 8 p.m.
Concert: hy tht> DaviJ Grisman Quintt't (Grisman, mar;tJ<•Itn;
Enri4ue Coria, :.:uirar; Matt Eakle; flute; )l~e Cravcn, percussi1m, vi11·
lm; anJ James Kerw1n, hass). Tickets: $19.50 for .1Jults; $17.50 for
students anJ semors; $l5.50 fi,r BarJavon menthers. For more mfor·
{914f 473-2072. The
matinn, call the BarJavon hox office
BarJavon Opera I h1usc, 35 Markt>t Street, Poughkeepsie. 8 p.m.

;t

Mar. 28, Saturday
Concert: hy tht: Angdo:s String Quartt'l_ with Ch.ltlcs .Russo, c.larmt>tbt. F.,,lturing Schubert's Quartet m £-Flat Mmor, Op. 125, No.1,
D. 87, Schnittke's Quartet No. 3 (1983), anJ Br~hms's Clarmct
Quintet in B Mincrr, Op. I 15. Sponsored hy the Rhinebeck Ch,Hnht:r

LOOKING lT"'OVER": Students examine the art moderation show.

Music Sockty. Tickets: $12 fur aJults anJ sen1nrs; $5 for stuJ~::nts;
anJ free for clulJren urnler the age of 13. ChurLh "f the Me~Jah,
Route 9, Rhmebeck. 8 p.m.
Dance perfor~ance: !5th Festival of O;mce, hy the Ulster B,lllt:r
Co. anJ several guest cnmpanies. Ticket!>: $12 f11r aJults, $8 for
seniors, stuJents, anJ children. F<•r group ticket s.lles or mt>re mformatinn, call 246-4316 . Th., BroaJway The;m•r at the UPAC,
• BwaJw<Jy, Kingst11n. 7 p.m.

Mar. 29, Sunday
Spring Bird Walk. Jum a natur<tlist Jn St>af'ch uf 'rring nugram anJ
resiJem btrJs. For more mfi •rmation, call831-8780. Stony K11l Farm,
Route 9D, W11ppmgers. 3 p.m.
Screening: Milt aru:! Huni, ):lzz f1lm hy Louise Ttranoff. General
aJnllSsion: $10, $7 fnr GuiiJ memhers. SponsoreJ hy The
WooJsttlCk GUllJ. For mme mfimnati<m, call (914) 679-2079.

Apr. 17, Fr1day
Performance: hy Vanaver Carav;tn, a "worlJ percussiw Jance
cnSt:mhle." Olm Aud1tmium. 8 p.m.
Art Opening: for "Prt:ssure.'' a group show of recent prmt work,
curateJ hy Ken Gray. Sponsored hy 1l1c Wondstuck Guild. Gal!ery
Hours: Fri.-Sun., 12-5 p.m. For m11re infc•rnmtmn, call (914) 6792079. Kleim:rt/James Arts Center, 34 'Tinker Street, WuoJstock. )-7
p.m.

Apr. 18, Saturday
Art Opening: for Manlyn ReynolJs ('78-'98 SelcctcJ Works). Show
runs through May 3. f<,r more inform.uion, call 757-2667 11r 6577024. Tivoli Arttsts' Cn-or, 60 Bn1.1Jway, Tivoli. 6-8 p.m.

Apr. 19, Sunday
Screening: The W.,r/d ll[ Apu,.th" third frlm m Satyajll Ray's Apu
TriluJ,.ry; hy the BarJ Ftlm Cmnmittet:!. OIJ Gym. 7 anJ 9 p.m.
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BROADWAY PIZZA
A SLICE OF NEW YORK!

WE DELIVER TO YOUR ROOM!
TIVOLI 757-2000 - -

$2 off with this ad
Good on any p~rchase of large pizza or dinner
(('ant!ot be combined with any other coupons or specials)
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.America Versus Iraq
A new wave of imperialism grips the world
By MICHA~L CANHAM, Contributor

In 1991, when the United States of America (with
the approval of 35 other nations) invaded Iraq, it
had become clear that imperialism, in the most general sense (the naked use of force to impose the will
of major powers on smaller states), was flourishing.
TI1e invasion was all the more ironic because it
occurred in the midst of a period in which the wodd
was ostensibly entering a post-imperialist stage.
World leaders like George Bush and Vaclav Havel
of the Czech Republic had been declaring the start
of a "new world order." It was now a time, they said,
in which disputes between states could be settled
peacefully under the guidance of the United
Nat ions- the old order of confrontation was extinct
and the world was embarkit:Lg on a new golden age.
A careful observer of politics can now see too
clearly that these words were all naked lies. This
"new world order'' is merely the same sick, old
imperialist one, the only difference being that with
the collapse 'of the Soviet Union, the United
Nations is now being used by the U.S. to legitimize
American military intervention. This goes to show
that even though the Cold War is over, the major
powers can still threaten the world with wars of
mass destruction. Nevertheless, as The Washington
Post reported, UN Secretary General Kofi Annan
and the Security Council expressed reservation
about the U.S. sending troops to Iraq ·a few weeks
ago. One of the major objections was that Iraq
could no longer be considered a threat to world
peace, a fact confirmed by Syria, Israel, and Iran,
Iraq's own neighbors. 1t was for this reason that Kofi
Annan flew to Baghdad in th~.: eleventh hour to try
to broker a peace deal with Iraqi omcials. The New
York Tzmes falsely reported a few days later that the
apparent success of negotiations between Iraq and
Annan was because Iraq feared "another US missile." This reasoning is sheer hypocrisy because

back in 1991, the US military failed to remove
Saddam Husse-in from power despite a 35-hour-long
non-stop bombardment of Baghdad, the longest in
military history. The bombing of Iraq not only
affected Saddam's pabce, but of course also innocent men, women, and children who had no interest in the intra-ruling class struggle for the monopoly of oil and oil prices.
What the U.S. government was doing was turning
its back on its professed positive human rights track
record and its defense of"democracy" (if that word has
any meaning in the world today). This attitude of
American, hegemonic arrogance was further displayed at a Bard panel discussion (February 16,
between Professors Chace and Kovel, and entitled
"Iraq: Is War a Vaccine?") at which one of the student
a~tendants proudly said, "Now that America is the
remaining superpower, it must make the world safe for
democracy." Perhaps what the U.S. should be focusing
on is ridding the world ot the illegal drugs that are laking their toll on the youth of both First and Third
World countries. In~tcad, the U.S. is prepared to sacrifice· millions of innocent lives in the name of
"defending democracy" rather than going after drug
traffickers working for Geneml Manuel Noriegcl (even
while he sits in his Florida prison cell), a one-time darling of the CIA and the U.S. government.
The real question is this: Which way is the
·world headed? Are we living in the sort nf world so
faithfully envisioned by George Bush, Vadw
Have\, and Bill Clintonr This requires no "expert"
or "scientific" exrlanation. Wars continue tv rage in
the Middle East, Asia, :1nd across the lands of Afric<~
and have returned to Europe on a scale not seen
since 1945. In the African state of Rwanda, over a
quarter million people died in the first few months
of the civil war in 1994. In Cambodia and Somalia,
thousands continue to die as the "Western Powers"
switch alliances from one warlord to another in

9

their search for regional influence and profit. In the
former Yugoslavia, these Western powers - like
Britain, France, and Gennany - try to exploit the
mayhem there. Dozens of other wars rage across the
globe. Hum<~nity, it seems to me, has returned to
barbarism, only this time with a human f:'lce.
This new wave of imperialism that Bush, Havel,
and others have allowed to wash over the globe has
also produced a world of economic uncertainty.
The so-called Cold War was viciously fought out on
the soil of Titird World countries, causing-- the
deaths of thousands in Vietnam and Angola; n1..1w,
after its much ballyhooed 11end," older weapons me
being sold by tlu:: major military powers to the
countries with less military power. The Times
Intemacional of November 1997 reported that the
Hungarian ruling dass, while concerned :1bout war
in the neighboring Baltic countries, has bought
$800 million-worth of MIG-29 jet fighters from
Russia, l-lnd Oerm:my has supplied Hungary with
spare parts and equipment from the stockpiles of
the old East Germe1n army.
Clearly, the world has never been so well c.'.quippeJ
to kill nor has it been so volatile. The political situ<ttion in Russia and che former countries of the Eastern
B[oc is equally acute, charnctcrizcd by a contimH.."'.{
economic crisis, enormous unemployment, and a Jeep
alicnCltion from political institutions. ln Hungary, the
economic picrure is equally bleak. l-Iungnrhm workers
showed their disillusionment with the free-market
economy, when, in the elections of May 1994, they
vot~.:d the Communist Party (now renmncd the
Socialist Party) back intn power. At the same time, if
the Hungarian Government pushes ahead with it.s
"austerity programs" of privatization, over 200,000
jobs could be lost · (or so The ]ounuzl of Economic
Literature estimates).
When Boris Yeltsin ascended to power in a coup
<'lgainst Mikh.aH Gurbachev in August 1991, he was
full of optimism (Juring a live interview on CNN)
about plans for Russia to adnpt the free mnrkct.' In
a surprising development, Yelt:-;in himself subsc·
qucntly survived <1 coup attempt against him as his
CONTINUE:o ON NEXT PAGE

El Nifio Storms Wreak Havoc Around the Globe
A Bard student contemplates mortality in tornado ..prone central Florida
By CHRiSTINE HARBAUGH, Contributor

Scissorhands" homes because that film was shot in
a
central Florida community similar to mine.
Very still, I stood by the side of the road. 1 was comThey're
built in droves, cheaply and often poorly.
pletely devastated. I mean it was completely devasThey
look
as if a strong wind could knock them
tated. 1 was empathizing. I'm not sure what I was
over
and
strong
winds do.
thinking. I was trying not to let my thoughts be the
During that weekend that I was home, there
trite ones that most people felt worthy to voice. So
were severe thunderstorm warnings. My father took
maybe my thoughts were nothing and I was jusr ·
them very seriously. The lightning was too bright
overwhelmed.
and constant to allow sleep. Some say that it had
The wind pushed softly and steadily against my
been too long since central Florida had had a
back. "A baby gust," l thought. The blades of grass
tragedy. We were due or something. Others said
were bent in homage to the weather. Unmoved, I
that this was mother nature reminding us once
wished I could be as rooted and pliable.
again that we are not all powerful. I don't know if
Several weeks ago, I went home to central
either of these arguments hold even a drop of water.
Florida. Going home's one of those luxuries that
those of us from places other than the Northeast
at Bard,
pretty
rarely get. I sat in my parents' kitchen going
through the Sunday ads. We live just over a mile
sheltered
ignorant of events
from where one of the disasters occurred only a
in the rest of the world. In the
week prior to my visit. A friend of my mother
stopped by on her way to work. My mother began
days after the first tom.adoes,
to re-tell the story of where she was when it hit news of it came to me bit by bit
as if it were JFK's death. My mom was Clt a friend's
house for dessert and conversation. "When I left, it as hearsay.
went home.
was as if the tornado was chasing me." She rushed
home, worried, and finally went to bed. Her friends What I do know is that people are going to be more
lost portions of their roofs while she slept.
careful now. They will take things seriously - at
The reality is i:hat they all were aware of the least until they forget.
warnings, but my mom didn't know that a tornado
But how much could they have prepared for dishad hit until she was home and safe. She was never aster? My sister said that yes, she had heard the
in harm's way. A friend's home was severely dam- warnings, but she did what everyone else did, she
aged, but somehow my mom managed to make the went to bed. The first tornado touched down after
situation all about herself.
midnight when everyone was sleeping.
When I was young and living with my parents
My mother said to me, "You know, our dentist's
and someone new came to our home, especially office is not really there anymore."
someone from out of town, I would say, "Welcome
"I know," l replied.
to my cardboard house." That's what l always
"I wonder if our dental records were lost," she
thought of the houses in my area: not very strong or wondered.
lasting but affordable. I also called them "Edward
I looked at her, bewildered, "Who cares?"

Here

I'm

and

Then, I

Tragedies often affect us even if they don't
directly effect us. l looked <'It my mother and this
tragedy seemed too close. I could have walked to
the dentist's office.
I was annoyed by the l6-pagc spread in The
Orlando Sentinel devoted to this tragedy. Stories of a
baby ripped .from her parents' arms, 911 calls of people screaming in the streets and lacerated bodies the sole purpose seemed to be to bring its re;Kiers to
tears. It did.
Blame it on El Nino. We've had a very miiJ
winter <It Bard and I often hear complaints about
the mud or the colJ. It's often me making those
complaints. But there are frozen crops and flood~
ing in the southern states, severe flooding and
dCJmage in Peru, and my p<ucnts in Florida have
some sort of severe weather warning every weekend. Last weekend there was another tornado
warning <'lnd two were recorded as having
touched down. Thr~t makes a total of eight tor~
nadoes on three consecutive St_.tndays. One lev~
eleJ half a middle school. Until this winter, I
remember only two or three in the fourteen years
that I lived there.
I don't have ;my enlightened answers to this.
All [ have now is an idea of how people deal with
tragedy. Here ::~t Bard, l'm pretty sheltered and
ignorant to events in ·the rest of the world. In the
days after· the first tornadoes, news of it came to
me bit by bit as hearsay. Then, I went home.
On February 22, while I was safely in Red Hook
reading stories in bed, five tornadoes touched
down in central Florida in the course of an hour.
Four of them were !evd-fours which means that
the winds blew in excess of 200 mph. One of those
level-fours hit about a mile from my house. Over
sixty people died, many more were injured, and it
caused millions of dollars in damage.
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We Hate Ourselves for Loving You
By MEREDITH YAYANOS, Co-Editor-in-Chief

"Now, l realize you're very busy. You've got that paper to
that opening to hang, that trip to the city this weekend,
that crippling inferiority complex concerning your creative abil~
ities to reckon <tvith, that bvwl to smoke, that enigmatic upper~

tvrite,

classman to stalk,

~·hatever.

You've got a thousand things on

your mind, u•hich should come as no surprise considering that
this is Bard, A Place to Think, it says as much on the cata~
log, so go ahead, think away, think, think, think, and 1.vhen

you're done, pull your finger out of your nose, pick up a pen or
a crayon ar a camera and extrapolate. If the tangible finished

J>roduct ain't half bad, consider calling us."
--some twitchy broad, The Bard

Obscr~·er,

November h8th, 1996

Almost t\YO years have elapsed since Lilian and I yanked an
oozing rag called The Bard Obsen)er out of its festering cesspool of nt)nfc::tsance and hegan the struggle to resto~e a concept of stude.nt-run, bi-weekly journalism in Apathy-onHudson. From the beginning it w::ts an excruciatingly slow
process: no real stnff, no equipment, no feedback, no one
besides the two of us and a dispassionate layout designer
slouched in front of a single Publications computer for hours
on end, attempting tu imbue what meager submissions we
received with some semblance of credibility. In those early
months, it ,was imp~-,:-;:>ible to produce is~ucs consistently,
and consequently, difficult to gain anyone's respect.
Promises made to us by high-standing administ_rative honchos concerning funding rang hollow :md the reception
from th~: student body was lukewmm at best. The Observer
langubh~J in rdative ineffectuality for no small time.
Things began to dumgc in May '97. I was hanging out in
Josh Dia::'s Albee dorm room when three of his friends
stopped by for a beer. Although I didn't k~ow much about
them beyond their writing abilities, and while I have never
been a particularly religious individual, when Abby, Jeremy,
and Basil appeared in the doorway, I behdd a celestial light
and heard a choms of ethereal voices. We got to talking. A
couple beatitudes and one sonorous belch Inter, The Observer
had section eJiturs. Coincidentally, Oem john Pruitt contacted me that same day to offer his aid in stabilizing the
paper's communications with bculty and administration. At
the end of the semester, I left confident that a dark era had
ended. When design wizard Nate Schwartz came aboard this
school year, the catalyst occurred. -KERrOW! Suddenly we
had a fully-fledged staff, real deadlines to uphold, and even~
tually, bestowal of an office and equipment.
And there was much rejoicing. Yet no sooner had this
structural integrity been established, then the need for fur·~
ther expansion became obvious, so we broke out with tbe
flyers and the fanfare: "Calling all writers, all photogra~
phers, essayists, cartoonists, columnists, conspiracy theo~

rists, satirists, -soapbox ranters, moody bitchers, raging
smarmballs! We want you to write for us. We need you to
get involved." Many did, but apparently, not enough Jonathan Becker recently called a meeting with Lilian and
myself to inform us that some students feel that The
Observer is still little more th:m a social club with its own
agenda and a limited view of campus iife. In a backhanded
sort of way, I guess that's a compliment. At least it shows
that The Observer is finally being taken seriously enough to
warrant criticism. Bad rress is better than no press, right?
Hell, no! So, when Dean Jonathan Becker called a
meeting to inform us that he had been approached by students who bdicvc The Observer lacks balanc~d coverage of

"When Dean Jonathan Becker
called a meeting to inform us that
.he had been approached by stu ..
dents who believe The Observer
lacks balanced coverage of racial
issues, our staff was greatly con ..
sternated. It was the first we'd
heard of it. What should we do?
racial issues, our staff was greatly consternated. Ir was the
fi~st we'd heard of it. What should we do? It's obvious by now
that anyone with the desire to write for us and the reliability
to follow through on things will b~ welcomed on st,1ff with
open anns and fi.trthermore, that anyone with input tl any
kind concerning absolutely af).y particular element of the
paper is invited to write a letter or call us about it. But our
staff can't be expected to respond or alleviate a problem when
we are unaware of its existence. Although the discord is
arrarently prominent enough to have prompted individuals
to discus.<; instatement of a separate newsp::1pcr to counterbaf,
ance The Observer's own inadequate coverage, only one indi~
vidual has ever personally approached us with beef about the
issue of race, and that seemed to have been resolved.
There is obviously a need for further discourse, so after
spring break, The Observer will hold an open discussion
about the possible need for reform or expansion of racial
coverage at Bard. Look for the flyers. In the meantime, to
the right, on the masthead, are the names and phone num~
bers of our staff. Please, feel free to call any of us and talk
to us about whatever concerns you may have, racial or oth~
crwise. We <,:ount on your feedback. 1l1at meons you, Bub.
Ultimately, this paper strives to be the voice of an entire
community, and exists for everyone. Please, let it speak for you.

Letters--to--the--Editors
To the Bard Community,
Thank you for coming to Tivoli to
relax and enjoy yourselves. Without
your presence, the village would lose a
lot of its energy and atmosphere.
Recently, residents of the village
have expressed their discontent at
some of the negative aspects of this
energy. The main issue is noise on
the street. Most of the residents
work nine-to-five and deserve to

get a good night's sleep. Most of the
residents have been living in Tivoli
since before the nightlife reemerged. Therefore, it's unfair rn
rhink that they should have "known
better" than to live in the business
di~trict. Further, many children live
on Broadway (the main street in
Tivoli), and need attention, care,
and- consideration.
Now, about the g:ubage. No one

likes to see empty beer bott\es, bro~
ken glass, and cigarette butts on
their front lawn. Environmental
awareness starts at home.
Tivoli is a great place for us to get
together and unwind and if we keep
our partying inside, it can be a great
rlace for everyone.
Sincerely,
Tim Voell
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Editorial Policy
The

Bard Observer is Bard
College's only student-run news~
paper. It is published every other
Monday and is distributed free of
charge on campus and in nearby
communities. Every~onc is welcome to submit.
l11e deadline for all submis~
sions, be they stories, cartoons,
photographs, statistics, or advettis~
ing, is 2 p.m. on the Wednesday
prior to publication. Late subm is~
sions (with the exception of late,
breaking news articles) will not be
accepted for any reason. Submit all
writings on a labded disk (or else
we daim them for ourselves) in
Macintosh Word format (no PC
files please!)· along wtth two hard,
copy prin~outs. Send submissi.ons
via campus mail to the correspond~
ing section editor.
All letters go to either Lilian
Robinson or Meredith Yayanos.
Submit developed phorogrnphs if
possible, preferably in the commcr,
cial4X6 print size. We strongly discoumge anonymous submissions. If
anonymity is absolutely necessary,
you must reveal your identity to
the editors. The Bard Observer
reserves the right to edit for
srclling, grammar, length, and
coherency. The Bard ObsenJer
copyright 1998.
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Let the Games Begin
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The season of irresponsibility approaches
By JEREMY DILLAHUNT, Sports Editor

ERIC FRASER: THE CROP WAS NOT SO BOUNTIFUL MAAAAN ...

Classifieds
Wanted
Student Assistance fm Summer Concerts
Sought hy Bard's Concert manager for two
summer concert series. Stage and hnuse man·
agers, ushers, and lighting/sound technicirms
are needed for two sets of suhscriptilln Clln·
certs to he _held.lm Saturdays, June 6, 20, and
27, and Fridays, july 3, 10, 17, 24, and 3L If
you are interested, yualified, and plan to he
on or ncar campus in June and July 110 the~e
dares, please contact Ellen Huhin at ext.
7327.

Make Extra Cash on Weekends
Part-time joh opportunity: looking fllr a
responsible person to help a local farm sen
products at farm markets, craft shuws, and festivals in the H~tdson Valley. Mostly weekends
from This is all absurd nonsen.Se! April thmugh
November. Must have a valid driver's license.
Call MMk at (914) 758-2549.
We want to adllpt a hahy. F\JUr years ago we
V.:ere hlesscd with the adl>ption uf a heautiful
hoy. Today we hupe tll he just as furtunate by
locating a hirth mother who finds us to he the
ri~ht family for her h<tby. My hu:;hand and l are
both artists and own nur own design business.
We wmk at home which allt'W~ us tons of time
to he tugether. Our son Tvcker very much
wanrs ro he a hig hwther and asked us if he
could adopt the hahy too. To speak tn Tnm or
Deborah, calll-888-610-ZS55.
Announcements
Summer Srudy(rravel ip Austria
The Uniwrsity of New Orleans announces
the 23rd session uf its annual International
Summer Sch;1ul in lnnsbwck, Austria during
the s.ummer of 1998. About Z50 students as
well as some 30 faculty/staff members live,
learn, and travel in the magnificent setting ~l
the towering Tyrolean Alps in the "lleart of
Central ·Europe." Participants can earn up to
ten semester ht>urs of aedir, selecting from
over 50 courses offered in a wide variety of
subject areas. This is all absurd non~ense!
Courses. fucus primarily nn the cult.ural, historical, sociaf. political, business, and ec;).
nomic issues nf U.S./Europe relations. All
instructi1m is in English and coursework is
cnmplemented by field trips and Europe<tn
guest lectures. This is aiL ab5urd nonsense! The
sessinn c.mwenes July 5 and ends on August
15, 1998. Enrollment is limited, so interested
students should apply as snon as possible. Fur a
full color hrndwre and wurse desniptions
write t1,1: UNO-lnnshruck-1998, P.O. Box 1315
- (UNO), New Orleans, LA 70148; call the
UNO Division of lntematiunal EJucati(.m )Jt
(504) 280-7116, Fax (504) 280-7317; or use
our e-mail address: ielpmc@ja:z.ucc.uno.edu.
The Division nlso has a wel:isite that includes
mure infmmation on UNO-lnnshruck-1998 as
well as a multitud.e 11f other international
study/travel <lpti<m~:http://-www.un<}.edu/-inst/·
• Welco\ne.html.
.
Summer Study/Travel in the Czech Republic
The University p( Ne\-\' Or!enns is alsu offering, f<lr the fir;;t time, a fnm-weck program in
Prague, the capital of the C:ech Republic.
The pmgrnm includes semin::m and lectures
on the literature, htst<Jry, culture, music, poli-

tics: society, ::md life ,,f Prague and Central
Europe. Fm n111re infi1rmation, interested stu·
dents sh,Jtlfd contac·t the New Orleans'
Divishm of International Education at the
address, phone number, fax, or web site in the
previnus ad. (Be sure to mention your interest
in the "Pra!c!ue Summer Seminars.")
Internships & job Opportunities
This is a!l absurd nonsense! Rememher thnt
song, "Oh l wish I were an Oscar Mayer
Wiener"? Well, Oscar Mayer is actually looking for people who w:mt to~ hP wi<'nPr< F.nch
year recent college graduntes get paid to trav·
el all over North America. They attend excit·
ing events like the. Super Bowl and Mardi
Gras, as well as parades, fairs, nnd charities.
They are goodwill ambassadors fm Oscar
Mayer Fnods. Did l mention they travel in a
27-foot-lung lwt d1)g on wheels? The
!Iotdoggers, pilots of the Wienermohilt:>s,
spend a full yenr traveling from horder to hnrder and coast tn coast m\lking promotional
appe<trances. A major Pl'rtion uf the job is
participating in television, 1.1ewspaper, and
radio interviews. For more info or if ymi think
this internship "satisifies ym1r appetite for fun,
excitement, <tnd <tdventure, write to Oscar
Mayer, Wienermohile Derartment, P.O. Box
7188, Mndison, WI 53707, call Kirsten Suto
at (60SJ 285-3204, nr e-mail ksurn@krafr.com
Putting Earth Day to Work
Earth Day comes and goes, hut the
Environmental Careers' Organization focuses
on making rhe spirit of Earth Day last nnr only
all year long -- hut all career long. The
Environmental Careers ·Organizatilm (ECO) is
a n<~.tional non-profit organization hased in
Bostun that h<ts spent the last twenty-five
years developing environmental professionals
·;~nd prnmoting e~vinmmental careers. This is
all absurd nons<:nse! Working with the orgaf\i;
zi!thm's regional offices in !neared in Boston,
Cleveland1 Seattle, and San Francisco, ECO
places over 600 riew envininmental prokssiunals directly e_[lsh year into the workplace
with short-term, paid internships in corpnrn·
lions, government agencies, and ntm"profit"
organizarhms. 1l1c organization is h<lSt to the
nation's prernier environmental c<~.reer ct}nfer·
ence each year, and will draw more than I ,500
students. h1 its thirteenth year, the Natiunal
Envinmment.<tl Career Conference (NECC)
presenrs sessions that address al!kve!s of environmental careers including a networking
event fm those ready to enter rhe wmkfurce.
Fur more i.nfi1rmation on ECO, NECC in
, Bu>tnn, 1)r h.)w to start a career in the envi:. runmcnt [sic], visit the organiza-tion's weh srre
: <It http://www.eco.11;g or call617/426-4375.

All dassifi~d ·ads arc printed fr.:e of chargt" to the
adwrtiser. The B<~.rd Ob~erver "resert'L'S" thl!n[!hr w rdir th<'m for length and clarity, fwm!t•er.
Pll!ase try to keep your ad to a maximum of 75
words. This IS a!! absurd nonwnse! Smdents:
send your cul(s) ·w The BnrJ Ob~crvcr t•ia cam-_
pus mail. Orh.:rs: s.:nd your ad(s) w The Bard
Oherver, Bard College, Annandale-on11 udson, NY 12504. The Oh~:rver wilt also
an:l'j.Jt
classifid ads \'ia t:-mail at
obs.:n•eJ{l)barJ .edu.

There was an unusual energy buzzing thmugh the Kline Commons (m St. Paddy's
Jay. You can be sure it wasn't due to the lunch special; "Irish Surprise," a culinnry
emigration of cabbage, ground beef, and green dye. It was a tight, expectant, and
nervous energy, like that of the NBA or NFL draft. People moveJ a little quicker
than usual from the mess hall tl) their eating places. Nortn<llly boisterous t:tbles
were quiet as hushed whispers floated through the f..'l'cnse-laJcn air. TI1c standard
fare of BLT and Mac 'n' Cheese was completdy ignored as lunch trays were shlwed
aside to make room fur something else at the center of the table.
Outside of the main dining h:1ll there was a log jam of people trying to get
through the corridor to the Paranoids. Semi-circles of students three-Jeep surround,
cd an l)rdinary folding t~1ble. So~ne would excitedly s4uirm their w:1y out t)f the
tlmlng anJ giddily hold up white pieces of p<tpcr, nften tnl!eting a friend orbiting the
mass in on.lcr to di!->play the piece of paper to them. Tiu: students treated these pieces
of paper like they were gift certificates for drinks for life, carefully holding them by
the edges and shielding them frl.)tn the harsh dements of Kline with their l:x)dics.
What were these pieces of paper that cornmanJcJ the nttention of entire tables,
that students would sacrifice their boJics for, that caused tltt.: "Irish Surprise" to go
~omrletely unnoticed by even the most stonL.J diner at Kline? Why, they were the
Bard College Intramural Softball Rosters: more valuable than the Magna Carta,
more important th<m tl.1e Oecbration of Independence, :md more stirring than the
Gettysburg Address.
'
That's right, kiJJies, it's almost softball season. TI1e time when it's perfectly
acceptable to get wasted two Jays out of the school week and two Jays nn the weekend. The only time it's OK for ~niors to show up at pmjcct meetings loaded or miss
them altogether. The time when students can swear, scremn, and confrunt each
other without the fear of being brought up on indecent citizenship charges. The
softball season approaches <mJ the administration cringe.<>, for when it is softball
season all of the civil-society and enlightened-individual cr;1p that college has tried
so hard to brainwnsh the students with gets wiped clean like rhe memory capacity
of a convict being rehabilitated with shock therapy. Rejoice, fur as the season
moves into the sun god's favor, Dionysus is rebom three days a week on the diamond behind the Stevenson Gymnnsium. .
As every softball season does, this season is looking to be competitive nnd pnssionate; that is, if the intramural offices don't screw it up. Nut to be overly critical,
but those of you who were here bst season remember the l}igh dnuna that unfllkled as softball neared its end: the truncated season that had St1tne teams playing
only three games, the threatened arrest of a student for pmtcsting the inept scheduling; <?Jnd the filing of a libel lawsuit against a SfJ11rts cditur uf iw)ry tower repute.
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: No sports editor would seriously prop1.1ile the consumption
of illegal drugs and alcohol before enterir'i.g into a strict NCAA-guiJelincJ event.
Let this be a lesson to you &1ft bailers) if a spt1rts editor ever insinuated tlt<lt ;;mnking
· pot and drinking alcohul before serious nthletic compctitkm would itnprovc your
performance, th!.!y would only be joking and thumbing tht:ir nn'>cs at the administration. Remember) its your Jeci.'iion_ to smoke pot and drink :.1lcohol before softball
games, but you have to live with the consequences of running the bases backwards,
spacing out and gdting smacked in the head with thl! ball, and tht.: difficulty of trying to decide which is the _real hall to hit ;.md which is the h~1llucin:1tiL)n.
Last year the Rik team won the right to wear the champinnship T-shirt~ (perhaps
this ye-ar the intramural offices will come up with something more acsthetictllly
pleasing than a spilled Miami enchilada design) in a nmtch that the defending champions, the Unicorns, were forceJ to forfeit. Only France bears a largc;r grudge (against
the rest of the world) than do these two teams. Games between them should be as
intense as the rivalry between Springfield and Shelbyville. An1.)ther staple of riv::~lry
to count on is the classic ''beer versus pot." Bountiful Crop and Gplden Anniversary
will be going at it heaJ,to-head with the intensity of a cheap alcoholic whu hHs won
.the Super Bowl pcd and with the passion of a hippie espousing the •beauty of the
Grateful Dead. So for all of you ·soft.ballers out there, it's time to polish your bats, oil
your gioves, arid stockpile the drugs and alcohol (see legal disclaimer).
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Special thanks to: The manager, for taking all this abuse for no other reason than that he's the authority figure;
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on the bo~ud in Kline- Mr. Conspicuously Nnt Chris Van Dyke (keep up the not being me).

